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AIR FLUX SEPARATOR PARTS SET Ø 100 MM

€33,06 (excl. VAT)

Separate large wood chips from your system before they reach your dust collector. A pair of plastic elbow
and coupling components serve as input and output points when you install them at either end of a

barrel, bin, or other receptacle you plan to use to capture large wood chips. This system prevents wear
and tear on your dust collector and you don't have to empty it as often. The two coupling components fit

a standard 100mm hose.

This set comes with a template to make the correct holes in your container for mounting the two
connection points.

Need inspiration? View the construction plan at downloads and easily create your own collection
container.

SKU: 3DU0934
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Separate large wood chips from your system before they reach your dust collector. A pair of plastic elbow and
coupling components serve as input and output points when you install them at either end of a barrel, bin, or

other receptacle you plan to use to capture large wood chips. This system prevents wear and tear on your dust
collector and you don't have to empty it as often. The two coupling components fit a standard 100mm hose.

This set comes with a template to make the correct holes in your container for mounting the two connection
points.
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Need inspiration? View the construction plan at downloads and easily create your own collection container.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Make your own dust collector with this set
Diameter 100mm

Prevent wear and tear on your dust collector and/or filter
Including template to make the right holes for the elbows

DESCRIPTION

Separate large wood chips from your system before they reach your dust collector. A pair of plastic elbow and
coupling components serve as input and output points when you install them at either end of a barrel, bin, or

other receptacle you plan to use to capture large wood chips. This system prevents wear and tear on your dust
collector and you don't have to empty it as often. The two coupling components fit a standard 100mm hose.
This set comes with a template to make the correct holes in your container for mounting the two connection

points. Need inspiration? View the construction plan at downloads and easily create your own collection
container.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 1 kg

diameter 100mm


